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STAGES
from R275
Our stages are made using 2m x 1m
lightweight decks that bolt to each other in
the size and height of your choice. Stages are
assembled, bolted, taped and painted for a
stylish finish. Add R250 per deck for a highgloss white finish. Stock: 14

QUARTER-ROUND
CORNERS
R375
Rounded corners for stages just look superb
and give a stage that clean curvaceous
appearance.. Stock: 4

STAGE STEPS
R150 | R250
R150 for the 150mm, R250 for the 500mm.
Includes fresh paint and white trimmings. If
ABS finished required then R350 & R450 in
black or white. Stock: 2

DJ & DRUM RISERS
from R550
It's often necessary to raise the DJ or
drummer off the ground in order to improve
visibility. A DJ would be raised off the ground
whilst a drummer would be raised off the
stage. 300mm & 500mm heights, rolling or
static. Stock: various

DJ TABLES
R200
Our industry-standard DJ table is 2m wide
and 900mm high, and comes complete with
black skirting and a weighted base. Stock: 1

TRUSS TOTEMS
R575 | R625 | R650
Upright aluminium structures off which we
hang lighting fixtures. Sizes available are 2m,
2.5m and 3m. White and black sleeves also
available, R35 each. Stock: 8

LOLLIPOP TRUSS
R600
A totally unique structure, perfect for
hanging clusters of chandeliers, custom
lighting designs, decor elements, or used as a
totem with a chandelier suspended within.
Stock: 6

GOALPOST TRUSS
call for price
Usually used over the stage or above a DJ to
attached dance floor lighting. Price
dependent on height & length.

BOX TRUSS
call for price
Ground supported free standing truss system
used for attaching decor and lighting fixtures.

FROSTED PERSPEX
LECTERN
R750
Our frosted perspex lectern has long been a
firm favourite amongst our clientele. Its
sharp lines and box-like simplicity creates a
plain, workable structure which does not
detract from the focus of the speech-giver.
Top shelf ideal for laptops. Some simple
construction required. Stock: 1

CLEAR PERSPEX
LECTERN
R750
A simpler, lighter and more slim-line perspex
lectern. No assembly required. Stock: 2

BLACK & WHITE
DANCE FLOORS
R125 per tile
Tempolite dance floor tiles are 900mm x
900mm, and provide a safe dance
surface Outdoor use requires a decking
board base, at R75 per sqm. Available in plain
white and plain black. Stock: 18 w, 18 b

DARK OAK DANCE
FLOORS
R125 per tile
Tempolite product as per sizes above.

CUSTOM DANCE
FLOORS
R200 | R180 | R160
We supply 3 custom dance floor bases - 4.8m
x 4.8m, R200/sqm; 4.8m x 7.2m, R180/sqm;
and 7.2m x 9.6m, R160/sqm - each with a
solid base and high-gloss white ABS plastic.
Call for further info.

